Flat space is shown to be perturbatively stable, to first order in A, against quantum Auctuations produced in semiclassical {or 1/N expansion) approximations to quantum gravity, despite past indications to the contrary. It is pointed out that most of the new "solutions" allowed by the semiclassical corrections do not fall within the perturbative framework, unlike the effective action and field equations which generate them. It is shown that excluding these nonperturbative "pseudosolutions" is the only self-consistent approach. The remaining physical solutions do fall within the perturbative formalism, do not require the introduction of new degrees of freedom, and suffer none of the pathologies of unconstrained higher-derivative systems. As a demonstration, a simple model is solved, for which the correct answer is not obtained unless the nonperturbative pseudosolutions are excluded. The presence of the higher-derivative terms in the semiclassical corrections may be related to nonlocality.
I. INTRODUCTION Our everyday experience tell us that Oat space is stable (or at least very metastable) against small perturbations in matter or curvature.
Theoretically this has been shown to be the case for classical general relativity (and matter obeying the dominant energy condition) by the proof of the positive-energy theorem. ' It has been suggested, however, that quantum corrections to classical general relativity might change this result. Issues of stability in quantum mechanics can be trickier and more subtle than in classical mechanics, but nonetheless there have been several strong indications of the instability of gravity when coupled to quantum fields.
Attempts to examine quantum effects on gravity have been made using semiclassical and 1/X expansion approximations. In semiclassical approximations, it appeared that the gravitational curvature could either grow very large on a time scale of order of the Planck time or generate large-scale radiation production with this frequency. ' In 1/X approximations, where gravity is quantized as well as the matter fields, it appeared that the expectation value of the energy could be lowered from that of Aat space, and that the gravitational propagator contained tachyonic modes, both of which imply instability. These calculations are particularly disturbing because they hint that Bat space is unstable against quantum perturbations, in contradiction with our everyday experience. Because the field equations for the semiclassical and 1/X systems contain terms that are higher derivative than in the classical Einstein system, the solution space is potentially larger than in the lowest-order case (here, lowest order means lowest order in A', even if there is also an expansion in powers of 1/N). New solutions arising only from the presence of higher derivatives describe the instabilities found above.
Recent work, however, sheds new light on the relationship between the higher-derivative terms and the full, nonperturbative system from which they arise. The semiclassical analyses ' begin by assuming that it is appropriate to perturbatively expand the effective action describing geometry in the presence of matter fields (and so also the field equations) in powers of fi. In the case of gravity, to lowest (zeroth) 
We are still forbidden to divide by any expression con- 
Recall that division by A' is not allowed if we are to remain at the same order. Since all corrections to the field equations are of the form of (24), they also vanish (to this order). The only solutions to the linearized field equations that are perturbatively expandable in A are the same as the solutions to the classical equations, but now to one higher order in A': h, " =0+0(A' 
